
KMIP TC meeting 23-Jun-2011 

Actions: 

GordonA/TimH: distribute proposal for device credential for next meeting 
Subhash: do contributors list for V1.1 docs 
BobG: do proposal for XML subcommittee  
BobG: send out proposal for July/August meeting schedule 
All: review minutes from F2F 

Meeting called to order by Bob Griffin at 11:01 am EDT. 
 
Roll call taken by BobG. Quorum achieved 

Proposed agenda: 

- Review action items from F2F 
- Plans for summer meetings 
- Discover_version ballot 
- Client registration proposal 

Motion to accept agenda by Tim Hudson; seconded by Bob Lockhart. Hearing no objections or 
abstentions, agenda is approved 

Discussion of Discover_version (Indra Fitzgerald): 

- Add clarification that server should return empty list if the server doesn’t support any version in 
the payload, but does support the header. 

Discussion of client registration (Denis Pochuev): 

- Question of what name is: current proposal is that name is an alias, and UUID is the real 
identifier 

- RobertH: Express both uuid and owner as attributes 

 

Discussion of proxy use cases (Stan Feather): 

- Denis: the case where server is never aware of the delegators is indistinguishable from normal 
client use case.  

- Stan: agree that aggregator resembles normal client, but worth calling out in usage guide in 
order to address questions by implementers.  

- BobL: do we have enough information in protocol to support the pass-through proxy model? 
- Stan: credential is one area not clear in how to establish the rules for pass-through. 



- BobL: may need to support multiple credentials (eg, 2 certificates). Also, one more model: KMIP 
on both sides of proxy, which acts as a gateway, such as fabric to IP world.  Came up as question 
in X9. 

- Stan: would it be completely pass-through, or would modification be required? 
- BobL: particularly authentication may be different 
- Marcus: ending the SSL session would be required; would need to think about the identity on 

each side of the proxy. 
- BobL: in X9: wanted XML; and didn’t want to be restricted to IP. 
- Stan: KMIP on both sides has implications for both aggregator and pass-through. 
- Gordon: implementation mechanism is that the device is invisible to the server; but there have 

been use cases where implementor wants to expose that devices are coming through a 
particular proxy to avoid movement of the device or spoofing of device. 

- Tim: server rules might include proxy client 1 and 2 termination.  
- Denis: separate case where it is KMIP messaging but without TLS?  
- Tim: should the device be represented as entity, or as something owned by proxy client? 
- BobL: device entity always owned by proxy? 
- Denis: question whether the entity model is adequate to describe delegator, using the owner 

attribute to reflect proxy. Also question on pass-through, that server is aware of both proxy and 
delegators; if delegator moves, does the ownership of object moves as well? 

- Gordon: proxy could have its own objects, as well as objects owned by delegators. 
- BobL: might be easier to have groups as owners, rather than hierarchies of proxies. 
- Denis: groups as owners adds another dimension; up to now, only entities can be owners. 

BobG: need to address two questions for client registration with entity: 

- Is this doable in V1.1 
- Is it desirable for V1.1 

We’ll consider this in next meeting, in conjunction with discussion of device credential alternative. 

Motion to adjourn by Bob Lockhart. Hearing no objections or abstentions, meeting is adjourned at 11:58 
am EDT. 

 

 

 


